Learn More!

The Beauty of Bronze

The websites listed below provide resources to help you and your students learn more about the medium of bronze and the process of casting a bronze sculpture.

Websites

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/s/bronze/
This Victoria and Albert Museum webpage provides information on bronze casting technique and also has an informative video on the bronze casting process.

http://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibitions/bronze/about-the-exhibition/
This website describes the Royal Academy of Arts, London’s exhibition on the medium bronze. It includes a description of the components that make up bronze, as well as some images and videos related to the exhibition.

http://www.cantorfoundation.org/resources/lost-wax-casting-process
This page on the Cantor Foundation website breaks down the lost-wax casting process into manageable steps with descriptions and images.